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economics student-run
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doors Feb. 13. For
details, see Page 2.
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By TIM PIERCE

The ramp accessing Route 460 East
is the first to be built with construction to end by Sept. 1. The ramp will
begin just across the bridge by the LU
Welcome Center, looping to the right
and feeding onto Route 460 East
underneath the Liberty University
Drive bridge.
The university is currently in the
process of excavating the area where
the ramp will be built.
Original plans would have closed
the road to the left just past the bridge.
However, Bernard Proctor, consulting engineer for LU, is currently redesigning the ramp in order to leave
both directions open to traffic using
the original road that accesses
Candler's Mountain Road.
J.O. Renalds III, LU director of
field operations, said: "As of right
now, traffic can exit in any direction
onto Route 460 except East The ramp
will provide the fourth direction,

Champion Reporter

The agreement between the Lynchburg City Council and Liberty University to begin construction of a Route
460 East access ramp by April 1 is
expected to be met as scheduled.
The Route 460 East ramp and two
additional ramps accessing Route460
West were part of the council's stipulation upon the university for the
construction of the Liberty University Stadium and the Vines Center.
Studies have shown that additional
ramps are needed to move traffic onto
Route 460, especially after events
drawing large crowds.
As construction began on the stadium and arena, university officials
petitioned for additional time to
complete the ramps and subsequently
negotiated with the council for the
current timetable for the beginning
and completion of ramp construction.

Take your best shot

The births of Lincoln
and Washington are
recognized in light of
President's Day. See
Page 5.

The Los Angeles Times-Washington Post News Wire

photo by Jeff S. Smith

Flames' basketball fans attempt to distract opposing
players at the foul line in "The Furnace."

those deadlines are met," he said.
Currently, no contract has been
awarded by the university for the
building of the ramps because the
plans have not been completed.
However, Renalds said that every-

thing is on schedule and that there
should not be any problems meeting
the deadlines.
The remaining two ramps accessing Route 460 West are expected to be
completed by Sept. 1,1996.

Bush, Buchanan trade blows

The Baltimore Sun

Julius Nwosu powered
LU past Charleston
Southern 76-60 while
raising LU's record to
12-0 irt'The Furnace."
See Page 6

filemap

The ramps connecting Route 460 and LU are shown above
at points X (far left), Y (left) and Z (middle).

Primaries serious business
By PAUL WEST

Sports

An Improved Lady
Flames basketball squad
has won five of its last six
games as it trounced
Western Carolina 84-62
in the Liberty Gym. See
Page 6 for game story.

completing on and off West and on
and off East," he said.
CurrenUy, to enter Route 460 East
from LU traffic must exit onto
Candler's Mountain Road, drive past
the GE plant and Candler's Station,
then circle past Applebee's and Service America onto the four-lane feeder
to Route 460 East and West.
The opening of the eastbound ramp
will provide access to Route 460 East
directly from the campus, as well as,
Candler's Station and GE.
Addressing the concern of students
and faculty regarding the status of the
stadium and arena, Renalds said: "The
Temporary Certificate of Occupancy
which the stadium and arena are currently operating under are in no danger of revocation. However, if we
don't meet our deadlines, then they
(city council) have the option of basically telling us that we cannot use the
stadium and arena until such time as

HOLLIS, N.H. — In a closing
appeal for New Hampshire support,
President George Bush urged Republicans Sunday to reject TV commentator Patrick J. Buchanan's protest
candidacy and cast a "serious" vote in
Tuesday's primary.
Bush's personal campaign ended
here the same way it began: with jabs
and counter-punches at B uchanan but
nary a mention of his name.
At a breakfast in Nashua, N.H.,
Bush tried to appeal to the state's
pride in its political influence, telling
supporters: "You make serious
choices here, and you don't elect the
loudest and the biggest protesters."
Bush, who has made three campaign trips to the state over the past
month, said that voters "ought to look
at the whole record" before making

up their minds.
"We're not in this for messages,"
he said. "We're in here to see who
should be chosen president and accept the responsibilities of that job."
Buchanan says that a big vote for
him would send a signal of discontent
to the White House over the
administration's economic policies.
Many Republicans who plan to support Bush in the fall have said that
they will vote against him as a way of
registering their unhappiness over
their state's bleak business climate.
Though the president was warmly
received at two campaign stops in the
southern part of the state Sunday, his
strategists acknowledge that his
support here lacks intensity and thenbiggest worry is some of his voters
will stay home on election day.
At several campaign events Saturday, the crowds were more excited to
see film star Arnold Schwarzenegger,

who accompanied Bush, than the
president himself.
Some local Republicans predict
Buchanan could draw 40 percent of
the primary vote, though most polls
show him around 30 percent
Robert Teeter, Bush's campaign
manager, said he finds "no evidence
that we are in trouble here." Other
Bush campaign aides are confidently
projecting at least a 2-1 victory.
The president himself said he hoped
to carry the state "substantially" in
Tuesday's balloting. But his aides are
clearly worried about the spin the
political world will put on the returns,
particularly in light of the president's
enormous popularity after the Gulf
War and the fact his opponent here is
a political novice.
"It's the only campaign I've ever
been in where being 25 points ahead
is like being behind," said Teeter,
who is also the president's pollster.

Research continues on validity of Shroud of Turin
By DAWN K. L00NEY
News Editor

What ever happened to the burial
clothes of Jesus Christ after He rose
from the dead?
Searching for the answer to that
question, scientists have been studying and testing a discovered burial
cloth with a bumed image of a man
appearing to have died from crucifixion. One person studying the burial
cloth is Gary Habermas, LU professor of theology and philosophy.
The burial cloth is known as the
Shroud of Turin because the shroud is
a type of burial clothing that is kept in
Turin, Italy.
Habermas described the Shroud of
Turin as "a piece of linen with a
double,head-to-headimageofaman's
body seemingly scorched on it.
He said: 'The shroud is 14-feet-by
3-inches long, 3-feet-7-inches wide.
One side is the front of a man's image
and the other side of the linen is the
back of the man's body."
Habermas said that interest in the

"The shroud could be
just an art object and
not the image of
Jesus. But even if the
dates are proven to be
the time that Christ
was crucified... there
will be debate over
whether or not the
image is Christ's."
— Gary Habermas
LU professor of theology / philosophy
Shroud of Turin peeked in the mid1970s although research on the shroud
began decades before. Scientists conducted non-destructive tests in the
1970s to determine if the stains on the
shroud were human blood, to determine the chemical composition of the
cloth and to explain the cause of the

burned image.
As a result of the tests, scientists
proved that the stains on the shroud
were authentic human blood, but the
blood type was unidentifiable. Habermas said that the scientists also found
that "the image was dehydrated and
conjugated. The image fibers also ap-

LU senate defeats late night bill
By REBEKAH HURST
Champion Reporter

The LU student senate defeated a
proposed bill that would have lessened the punishment for falsification
of a permission slip from 16 to 12 reprimands during its meeting Thursday.
The Weekend Permission Bill was
debated throughout the meeting by
the senators. Issues were also raised
by Bruce Traeger, LU dean of student
development
Some senators view the current 16reprimand punishment for lying on a
permission slip, which may result in
expulsion from LU, as too strong.
"I t' s a mistake, yes, but not one that
should be treated so harshly," Sen.
Jeremy Brigham, who proposed the

bill, said.
Brigham contended that the offense
should be punished in the same manner as lying, which brings 12 reprimands and a $60 fine.
"I think it should be punished as
lying. A person who signs out and
doesn't go (to the destination written
on the permission slip) for the first
offense should get 12 reprimands and
a $60 fine...for an offense of that
nature, I don't think it's fair to get
kicked out of school," Brigham said.
Brigham said that many times
people sign out fully intending to go
somewhere with permission, but at
the last minute things do not work out
and it is loo late to change slips.
Offering a different viewpoint,

Traeger said that people who have
signed out and made last-minute
changes have not, to his knowledge,
been asked to leave the university.
Traeger furthered his statement by
saying that the only people who gel
kicked out are those who lie on the
permission slips and have intentions
of disobeying the rules.
After further debate a motion was
made to table the bill, which means
that the senate would "lay it on the
table" and come back to it at a later
lime. The motion failed and debate
continued.
A motion was later made to vote for
or against the bill. A vole was taken,
and the bill was defeated by a twothirds majority.

pearedtobe caused by being scorched
like an iron on a cotton shirt."
In 1982, interviews with scientists
revealed several theories for the image. Gaseous vapors from a human
body, such as blood and sweat, may
have caused the imprint. Also the
material may have been scorched by
"contact of images" such as a body
resting on the linen for a long period
of time, lightening or a type of acid.
Scientifically determining the actual date of the shroud is a key factor
in establishing if the shroud is the
burial cloth of Jesus Christ.
Habermas said: "In 1978, more tests
were conducted on the shroud.
However, the scientists were not allowed to conduct carbon dating testing at that time. In 1982, a secret
dating test was conducted in an American laboratory. These tests dated the
shroud to the first century A.D."
However, the controversy over the
shroud heightened as more carbon
dating tests were conducted in 1988.
Habermas explained that the test re-

sults showed the shroud to be "from
the medieval times."
"Scientists debated over whether
or not the tests were done correctly
and if the results were accurate,"
Habermas explained.
'This has made me more skeptical
of the shroud due to the several problems with dating (it)."
Because of the scientific problems
with the dating, a new round of testing
is being proposed, and several scientists are bidding for the rights to conduct the testing. The merits of each
scientific group are being reviewed
before the testingrightsare granted.
Although debate continues over the
dating of the Shroud of Turin, scientists in the early 1980s concluded that
the shroud is a "scientific mystery."
The shroud was declared a mystery because "the seemingly scorched
image couldn't be reproduced,"
Habermas said.
"Many ideas were flying around
that the shroud was a fake or someone
painted the image on the linen, but the

scientists did not find any foreign
substances such as paint during the
testing of the shroud," he added.
"The shroud could be just an art
object and not the image of Jesus. But
even if die dates are proven to be the
time that Christ was crucified, it will
gain a lot of interest, and then there
will be debate over whether or not the
image is Christ's.
"Whether the image on the Shroud
of Turin is Jesus Christ or not, the
shroud has already had an effect on
people," Habermas said.
Habermas used John A.T. Robinson, a New Testament Scholar, as an
example of a person who changed his
beliefs as a result of the shroud:
"Before Robinson died, he was an
Anglican Bishop who in the 1960s
was a leader in the 'God is dead
movement.' He did extensive research in 1976 on the shroud and
ended up writing two pro-shroud
essays," Habermas said.

See Shroud, Page 3
Selah staff
members discuss
the production of
student
yearbooks during
the journalism
department's first
annual "High
school
journalism,
college for a
weekend work
shop" Feb. 7.
Production of
student
yearbooks and
newspapers were
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Students operate restaurant for hands-on experience
By RUTH GUTIERREZ
Champion Reporter

Our Place, a restaurant run by LU home
economics students, on Feb. 13 once again
opened its doors in SH132 to faculty and staff
members. The restaurant was started in 1988
by the human ecology department, and it
functions every other year.
Students who take the Quantity Food Production and Management course, taught by
Dr. Diane Miller, learn to plan menus, set the
restaurant atmosphere and obtain hands-on
experience in restaurant planning functions.

Each week the student assigned as manager for the day directs the work of his or her
team, planning and preparing the meal.
Managing the restaurant is meant to be a
learning experience. "It's for practical experience and for them to take the theory of what
they study out of books and put it into practical experience," Miller said.
The students prepare their own entrdes
according to what their creative minds can
conjure. One student has selected a Mexican
theme that will include a tostada bar. Another
will have an Amish theme that will include a

choice of ham loaf or chicken and waffles.
The extra creativity and planning at Our
Place makes it an enjoyable atmosphere for
LU's faculty and staff. Instead of the monotonous routine of eating out or bringing a lunch,
they can enjoy a meal prepared for them.
"It was a treat, students are always professional and to be able to interact with them on
their ability is a delight," Rosemary McGibbin, a chemistry professor, said.
Practical experience is an asset gained by
the course and the students receive satisfaction by the faculty responses.

"It's fantastic... They carry out a theme,
professionally. We get an insight of what they
are taught in the class," Wilbur Groat, coordinator of faculty advisers, said.
By running Our Place, the students are
taught the basics of managing a restaurant.
"Running a restaurant is their major project
in the class," Miller explained. Grading for
the course is evaluated upon the quality of
work, staying within a budget, writing objectives and advertising restaurant lunch menus.
For some students, the quantity food and
production management course does not fall

within their major, however, knowledge is
acquired through the process. "It's not my
interest area for my major, but it's a very good
experience for getting into the restaurant business," Liz Curd, a sophomore at LU, said.
Another student, Albert Henderson stated,
"It helps me organize and keep track of what
I' m cooking and makes me write down goals."
Our Place will be open every Thursday
from 12 p.m. to 12:25 p.m. and 12:35 p.m. to
1 p.m. Faculty and staff are welcome to call
ext. 2210 for reservations, and a donation of
$2 would be appreciated.

California storm claims seven lives
By JESSE KATZ
Los Angeles Times
The Los Angeles Times-Washington Post News Wire

LOS ANGELES—Torrential rain
was expected again in Southern California at sunrise Saturday, the last in
a wave of brutal storms that already
had left at least seven dead and four
missing, caused an estimated $23
million in damage and dumped a
year's worth of rain in a week.
Forecasters said Friday that another
inch or two of rain should fall in the
city and as many as four inches in
some canyon areas, which fueled fear
that the deluge would again send
hundreds of people across the region
scrambling for higher ground.
photo by JaffS. Smith
"On satellite, it looks like it's going
Mitchell Steves from Dorm 1 plays the arcade version of
bonkers,"
Steve Burback of WeatherDouble Dribble In the comfort of his own room.
Data, Inc., which provides forecasts

for the Los Angeles Times, said of the
weekend storm. "It's a humdinger."
Fearing that the next storm might
strike early, the Los Angeles Unified
School District on Friday closed its
651 campuses. L. A. Countyfireofficials estimated that a million sandbags had been distributed.
"We want to go down with the
ship," said Nancy Goddard, as she
stocked up onfirewoodand checked
the supply of food at her home on the
banks of the swollen Matilija Creek.
"I don't want to be a trouble-maker,
but this is my home."
At a fire station not far from the
Sepulveda Dam, Gov. Pete Wilson,
Sen. John Seymour and Los Angeles
Mayor Tom Bradley thanked firefighters, highway patrol officers and
a helicopter pilot who helped rescue

motoriststrapped Monday in as much
as 15 feet of water.
"There are all kinds of unsung heroes," Wilson said. 'There are people
who didn't make it to the front pages
and the evening news, who quietly,
and very quickly, did very heroic
work."
Saturday's storm, churning out of
the Gulf of Alaska, was expected to
bring snow down to about the 4,000foot level.
Avalanche warnings were issued
for the eastern slope of the Sierra
Nevada, and violently rotating funnel
clouds formed off San Diego.
By late-afternoon Friday, 1.35
inches of rain had fallen in just two
hours in the community of Hayfork in
Northern California.
A couple of endangered condors, a

Malibu home made driving impossible. Frantic NBC executives, who
offered to ferry Carson by helicopter
to their Burbank studios, were forced
to show a rerun.
Carson poked fun at the offer, saying traveling by helicopter in high
winds and pouring rain was not the
brightest of ideas.
In Irvine, a California Highway Patrol officer said he caught a 35-pound
carp whiledirecting traffic ata flooded
corner.
Wearing knee-high rubber boots,
Officer Alvin Yamaguchi waded into
the flooded street and swatted the
fish to higher ground with his bare
hands.
"I looked down, and there was this
great big fish," he said. "It was humongous."

City Council battles over Cablevision contract
Council member Dr. Joseph S. Freeman repeatedly asked if the citizens
Lynchburg City Council members in attendance had written to Senator
listened to heated debate over whether Chuck Robb's offices in WashingLynchburg Cablevision should re- ton, D.C. "Lynchburger's have to
ceive an extension on its technology realize that this is not our call anyupdate deadline and its franchise more," Freeman added.
The council could not reach a deciagreement with the city. The council
also approved a within-the-city-lim- sion and voted unanimously to table
its hunting amendment during their the bill, immobilizing it until further
studies can be made into what the
meeting Feb. 11.
Lynchburg Cablevision represen- city's best move should be.
The council
tatives were
^ = 5 = =^5^!^s^==
members also
met with much
"We want to make
agreed to adopt
opposition
from local citi- Lynchburg the best place an ordinance
zens who are to live, and 'Vision 2001' amending the
city code relatgenerally unhappy about will make our distinctive ing to hunting
the planned
character even more within the city
limits.
rate hike effecdistinctive."
This decitive March 1.
- Patricia Lovern sion puts into
Robert A.
Lynchburg City Council member action the first
Johnston, a
in a list of ways
resident of the
^ — — —•^—
College Park area of Lynchburg, said that the city is combating the deer
he was tired of putting up with the population problem. The council ac"lousy service and constant price cepted the package plan during the
Jan. 28 meeting in which detailed
hikes."
"According to the Feb. 10 issue of plans were laid out.
Hunting will be allowed only under
The Lynchburg News and Advance,
Lynchburg cable rates are 25 percent the following stipulations:
higher than the average person pays • There must be an area of at least 25
anywhere else in the country," acres of open land.
• Shells must be large enough so not
Johnston stated.
Complaints were also registered by to maim the deer.
other citizens concerning quality and • Permits must be issued from either
slow response to their service calls. the police department or the Wildlife
The present Lynchburg Cablevision control specialist.
franchise agreement with the city will • The Wildlife Control Specialist will
expire in the year 2003. However, the determine the appropriate time and
city is being asked to push back a place.
deadline for new system reconstruc- • The Lynchburg Police Department
tion from 1993 to 1995, and to extend will also impose a series of conditions
the franchise agreement until 2005. for the hunters.
Members of the council told angry
Those violating the rules set by the
citizens that their complaints should city will be guilty of class one misdebe heard by those responsible for strip- meanor and will be subject to $2,500
ping the council of its power to have infinesand/or up to one year in jail.
tighter control on cable television.
"We are encouraging everyone to
By GRACIE COWELL

City News Editor

be very serious about this," Freeman
said.
In other council business, support
was given to the city's "Vision 2001"
plan to promote thecity of Lynchburg.
Council member Patricia Lovern,
speaking in favor of the plan said,
"We want to make Lynchburg the
best place to live, and 'Vision 2001'
will make our distinctive character
even more distinctive."
The plan will deal with problems
such as housing, health care, economical development and spiritual
growth in the city. A Vision Council
has already been formed with experienced professionals to advise in each
one of these areas.
Council members also agreed to
limit printed inserts in gas and water
bills to agencies related direct! y to the

city. Private organizations were previously given opportunities to advertise through the monthly billing process until the city realized some regulations would be necessary.
"There was no way we could pick
and choose whose private organizations we would accept and whose we
wouldn't," council member Joan
MacCallum said.
Another matter gaining council approval was the appropriating of $9,000
to support the Recreational Van Transportational program for the Central
Virginia Area Center for Aging.
The City Attorney's office will also
receive $15,000 for the purchase of
new computer equipment
The next regular meeting of the
Lynchburg City Council will be on
Feb. 25 at 5 p.m.

We L&&k Even Better
At Second Glance
Come by and take a look at the area's newest optical
office and take advantage of a great sale. Across from
Mc Donalds next to Subway.
When you purchase glasses at our already low price you can receive
a 2nd pair 1/2 off any equal or lesser value any extras included.

It's always summer here!

1/2

OFF

Second Pair
Unlimited Selection

Always 10% Student Discount

McBride - Blackburn

OPTICIANS
2154 B WARDS ROAD
LYNCHBURG, VA 24502
(804) 239-3673
Edwin "Buzzy" McBride

LU book club encourages
student, teacher literacy
By RUTH GUTIERREZ
Champion Reporter

The LU Teachers As Readers Book
Group aims to help future elementary
school teachers encourage children
to become lifelong readers. Janice
DeLong, professor of elementary
education, advises the reading group.
The 10 members meet at least six
times a week along with a faculty
member who participates in the discussion.
Group members purchase a selection of books, including four
children' s books and one professional
book.
The professional books include several Newberry Award winners such
as: Sarah, Plain and Tall, The Door
In The Wall, and Number The Stars.
All members read the same books
and then discuss the reading material
in their sessions.
"We keep the group small so as not
to imitate a classroom setting. We
discuss the strength and weaknesses

of the books and our personal feel ings
toward them," Delong explained.
According to DeLong, the purpose of the Teachers as Readers project is to demonstrate that when
teachers and children read quality literature with confidence and pleasure,
the classroom becomes arichlyliterate environment.
"I think it's a really good idea and
helpful to us as teachers." Carrie
Caruthers, an elementary education
major, said.
'There is so much to being a teacher
that you lose the enjoyment of reading," she added.
The group meets in a relaxed atmosphere away from classroom routine. Group participants keep the
books to enhances their personal library collection.
The Teachers As Readers Group
meets on Thursdays at 3:15 p.m. in
TE142.
For more information, contact
Janice Delong at 582-2226.
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Debating the nation's best teams motivates duo
By ABRAM PAFFORD

sity level in his sophomore year, and
in 1989 the team broke into the top 10
David Kester and Layla Hinton make receiving national recognition.
uponeofthetoptwo
Hinton, a freshman
varsity teams on
government major
LU's nationally
from Atlanta, began
competitive debate
debating in her junior
squad, which curyear in high school.
rently holds the
"I really liked denumber one spot in
bating in high school,"
the national rankHinton said. "I liked
ings.
the excitement, and
Kester, a senior
my high school had a
philosophy major,
very competitive probegan debating in
gram. We did pretty
his freshman year at
well in most of the
LU.
tournaments that we
David Kester
"When I was a LU debate team member went to."
freshman, our team
Hinton said that
was not really respected on a national Kester has given her a lot of help in
level. We were notconsidered a threat making the transition from participatby any of the top-ranked schools," ing in high school debate to being a
Kester said.
member of the number one college
Kester began debating on the var- debate squad in the nation.
Champion Reporter

"I was initially nervous, but once I
According to Kester, going up
got through the first tournament and against the best teams is one of the
saw what it was like I was ok," Hinton things he enjoys most about debatsaid. "Dave helps me
ing. "The intensity
keep calm, and he
and the competitivewon't tell me if we
ness keep you from
are facing a team that
getting bored," he
is really good because
said.
he doesn' t want me to
Hinton said that
get nervous."
when she first heard
Kester has experithat Liberty had a
enced tense competidebate program, she
tion with nationally
did not realize how
ranked teams.
good the team re"In my sophomore
ally was.
year we debated Har"I was surprised
vard at Northwestern, Layla Hinton
to learn that the
and my partner and I LU debate team member program was so
went up against their
competitive and that
best team. They were number one in LU was ranked up so high," Hinton
the nation at the time," Kester said. said. "Now that I'm here and I see
"We lost to them, but I talked to one of how the program is run. I understand
the judges afterward and he said that why we do so well."
it had been a close debate."
Kester said that much of the credit

Choir ministers to local churches
By REBEKAH HURST
Champion Reporter

The Black Student Fellowship
choir is an outreach that provides a
ministry to both LU students and
area churches.
Gerald Smith, an R A who has been
a member since 1988, explained his
view of the outreach to the students
and churches.
"This ministry is to the local
churches within the community of
Lynchburg. We do many worship
services simply for the fact of encouraging people and to show them
that Jesus still lives in people," Smith
explained.
The Black Student Fellowship
Choir ministers to local churches
through personal testimonies and devotionals. Smith explained, "From
time to time we have someone give a
testimony or people will give a message." The Fellowship Choir travels
mostly on the weekends.
"This is something we do because
we desire to do it We don't have

tryouts or anything," Smith said. tries, the fellowship choir has a minPractice is held every Wednesday and istry to jails where they witness by
Saturday and people are welcome to singing and giving testimonies. The
attend and practice with the choir. fellowship choir recently ministered
During the practices, We basically to the Greensboro jail. As a result of
the service at the Greensboro jail, 15
just have fun," Smith said.
people were
The choir consists
saved.
of a number of people
who volunteer to lend
Several people
are responsible
their time and servfor selecting the
ice to sing God's
music for the
glory. "People basichoir. Vernita
cally show up at pracJones, director of
tice and the group
thechoir, decides
grows and expands
for the most part
from there."
what music the
Some members
choir will use.
use the choir as a
"Vernita picks
Christian service
out the songs and
while some are volteaches them to
unteers. "These
us or asks us if
people love the Lord
there are songs
and want to cooper- Gerald Smith
we want to
ate with the spirit of B.S.F. choir member
sing....The music
the communion of
changes
quite
a
bit
though," Smith
people there," Smith said.
explained.
In addition to local church minis

Smith said that the choir really
enjoys the clapping and swaying
movements they add to the songs.
"I've been in the choir since 1988.
Basically, people who are in the choir
sang in church choirs back home
which are similar to the group here.
The movements are very natural, and
for those who don'tknow the rhythm,
it's easy to come to, " he said.
The main goal of the fellowship
choir is to witness to others while
enjoying fellowship with each other.
According to Smith, God is definitely
the main reason that the choir chooses
to sing and fellowship with each other.
After learning over 60 songs in the
past 4 years, Smith claims the fellowship choir as the most enjoyable influence on his life. "If I could say that
there was one thing that made a big
impact on my life, I'd have to say it
was the choir.
"The way you see us singing out
there is simply a small part of the
fellowship we have. The love of God
is definitely there."

Viruses set to activate March 6

A new and unusually destructive
type of computer "virus" — a software program that enters a computer
surreptitiously and destroys data there
en masse — has reignited concern
over these electronic saboteurs.
Security experts have dubbed the
virus "Michelangelo," because after
entering a computer it lies dormant
until March 6, the Italian Renaissance artist's birthday. Then it springs
to life and wipes out data stored on
the computer's memory disk.
In November, a copy of Michelangelo turned up at the offices of
the National Institute of Standards
and Technology, hiding on the data
disk of a computer that had been
returned after being on loan to another federal agency.
Using special software, institute
technicians found the virus and removed itafter receiving atipfrom the

other agency.
Michelangelo got national attention last month after Leading Edge
Personal Computers Inc., a manufacturer of personal computers compatible with those of International Business Machines Corp. (IBM), confirmed that it had shipped about 500
machines that contained the virus.
Special software designed to neutralize the virus was sent to customers.
Security experts, using special software that can detect viruses, have
been finding copies of Michelangelo
since last summer and removing them
before they activate.
It remains unclear whether large
numbers of computers contain undetected copies of the virus. Michelangelo affects only IBM-compatible personal computers, but there are
about 60 million of these in existence.
Past scares about viruses often have
proven to be overblown. But due to
Michelangelo's unusually destructive
nature, as well as the potential presence

- Shroud
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By JOHN BURGESS

the machine to copy it onto any other
disk that the computer contains,
generally without the operator knowing that this is taking place. Or a virus
may enter a computer when its operator receives infected software programs from a computer "bulletin
board" reached by phone.
Many viruses are considered benign, doing little more than flashing
whimsical messages on the screen or
playing a tune. But others, like Michelangelo, are engineered to seek out
stored data and destroy it, sometimes
on a specific date.
That can be devastating. Companies might lose all of their account
records, for instance, or an author
using a home computer might lose the
entire manuscript of a novel.
To dissect Michelangelo and find
out how it works, security experts
have deliberately introduced the virus into test computers and advanced
their internal clocks to March 6 to
trigger the virus.

[Spring Calendar

Continued from Page 1

Habermas has co-authored two
books on the Shroud of Turin along
with Kenneth Stevenson, an engineer
and a member of the original team
of scientists in 1978 who studied the
shroud. In 1981, Stevenson and Habermas released their first book on the
shroud, The Verdict On The Shroud,
published by Servant Books and Dell
Publishing.
In 1990, they released a second
book, The Shroud And The
Controversy, published by Thomas
Nelson Publishing Company.
Habermas said, "Stevenson worked
on the scientific part of the books and
I wrote on the theological aspects of
the shroud and its relation to the death
and resurrection of Jesus Christ"
In addition to the two books on the
shroud, Habermas has written four
books on the death and resurrection of
Christ.
He has also presented over 200
lectures on the shroud, and over 300
lectures on the death and resurrection
of Christ.
Although official dates and times
have not been set, Habermas will be
speaking in several places this spring
and summer including New Zealand,
Australia as well as several places in
the United States.

of other viruses, some computer experts are suggesting that personal
computer users take no chances over
getting caught by a virus.
"When it hits, it's dramatic,"
Lance Hoffman, professor of computer science at George Washington
University, said.
Computer users can protect themselves by making additional electronic
copies of information they cannot
afford to lose, by reducing the exchange of floppy disks and the transmission of software over phone lines
and by obtaining special software that
detects viruses.
Viruses are a surprising byproduct
of the computer age. Complex sets of
computer instructions, they are usually written by anonymous programmers as pranks, or in the case of
Michelangelo, in a deliberate effort to
destroy the information of people the
programmer has never met.
Before an infected floppy disk is
put into a computer, the virus orders

New on campus price - all shows only $.75
Showings will be in David's Place on Friday and
Saturday at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

BEACH
TOWEL
•EXTRA-

100% Cotton "T" Shirts $2.88
100% Cotton " Pocket T" Shirt $3.88

mmmm<mmm>'

Feb. 21 - Feb. 22
Feb. 28 - Feb. 29
April 3 - April 4
April 10 - April 11
April 17 - April 18

Preliminaries Feb. 28,11 p.m.
Semi- Fianls/Finals Feb. 29,12 p.m.

50% tO 80%/ jf,
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EVERYDAY

On Great Men's and Women's Clothing
From America'a Favroite Catalogs and Specialty Shops

TGIF Outlets
*Beach Towel with purchase of $50.00 or more
Spring and Summer Merchandise only
OUTLETS & MORE
WARDS RD

Out On The Town!
Wintergreen Ski Trip:
Feb. 27
Price: $28; includes transportation, lift ticket
and equipment rental
Tickets must be purchased one week in advance!
YMCA Late Night:
March 20
Time: 10:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
Swimming, volleyball, "walleyball," basketball,
racquetball and more!

Mon-Wed 10-6
Thurs-Sat 10-8

FOREST HILLS
SHOPPING CENTER
OLD FOREST RD
(Opposite Kroger)

Tues-Sat 10 - 5

RECRUITING
CHRISTIAN
SCHOOL
TEACHERS
One of America's most exciting Christian schools is
seeking a few elementary and secondary teachers for
'92 - '93.

RIVERDALE BAPTIST SCHOOL
1133 Largo Road

U p p e r Marlboro, M D 20772

Visit the
Community Market

April 17 at the Radisson Hotel

Concert (Tentative!)
Michael English

:

.:::

March 21

SGA Chapel Speakers:
Mar. 30 Johnny Hunt
Pastor in Woodstock, Ga.

• m — — —

Compare at $12.00
Compare at $14.00

On Camous!
All Night Volleyball Challenge:

Jr/Sr Banquet:
Glory
Lean On Me
Indiana Jones & The Last Crusade
Star Trek VI
Father of the Bride

mmm

vee

Visit us during the Christian School Recruitment
Conference, DeMoss Building, FEB 2 0 - 2 1 . Or call
301-249-7000 and ask for Mr. Hockenberry.

—

— — — < — —

At The Movies!

in philosophy at Notre Dame. He
eventually wants to teach philosophy
on the college level.
Hinton plans to go to law school
after leaving LU.She also hopes to
become involved in politics. Hinton
said that she believes her debate work
will benefit her future career.
"Debate helps your research skills
and your speaking skills, and it helps
keep you up to date and knowledgeable about current issues," Hinton said.

^SPECIAL

(Below River Ridge Mall)

'Michelangelo' is devastating computer owners
The Washington Post
The Los Angeles Times-Washington Post News Wire

for the team' s success should go to the
two coaches, Janet Pierpoint and
Alan Stewart. "It has been great
having a coach whose only job is to
work with the debate team," Kester
said. "Also, having Alan as our
assistant coach has been a big boost.
Alan helps keep us motivated, and he
does a good job working with the
novices."
After graduating this year, Kester
hopes to go on and do graduate work

Beach Party:

m

* Virginia-made goods * Fine hand-crafted pieces
* Ethnic Foods * Tasty Treats

#S£s*

•

May 2 - Details not completed
Market Mania:
Call Beth Sweeney: (SGA ext. 2323)
Blood drive:
Vines Center Feb. 19 - 20
Declaration of Major:
The deadline to declare a major is
March 6. Any adviser changes must
> be made by this date.

EST 1783

Lynchburg's Most
Time Honored Tradition!
Main at 12th Street
Lynchburg, Virginia
(804) 847-1499
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$$\Read My Lfps

A modern Mi. Rushmore with contemporary "leaders"

Editorial

"I should be the most presumptuous blockhead upon
this footstool if I for one day
thought that I could discharge the duties which have
come upon me, since I came
to this place, without the aid
and enlightenment of One
who is stronger and wiser
than all others."
— Abraham Lincoln

"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

Leaders are an
endangered breed

W

here have the leaders gone? Men such as George
Washington and Abraham Lincoln are of a bygone
era. Modern society has replaced the Adams (the family that
produced two great presidents) with the Kennedys.
One must question whether they are leaders What is a
leader? For if one cannot determine what a leader is, he
will incessantly be manipulated by men or women who are
only leaders by tide.
Leadership is not found in tide, lineage or competence—
it is found in character. Virtue is a word seldom spoken today, yet this is the essence of true leadership.
WithouJ virtue, ability will only be wasted or manipulated, causing damage.
By placing others above himself, the leader actually becomes a servant, a servant who can see further down the
road than his followers. As the leader directs, he does hot
coerce behavior, rather he motivates. Christ did not coerce
behavior, although He often confronted.
A man who faced great conflict and epitomized leadership was Charles Prescott Gordon. Gordon, known as "Chinese" Gordon, lived not unto himself, but unto his Lord.
During the mid 1800s, he was the only white man to lead
an imperial Chinese army to victory.
His greatest triumph came in the heart of Africa, where he
single-handedly put down the slave trade out of the Sudan,
a task more overpowering than attempting to stop all drug
trafficking in Central America.
The story of this leader is not what he accomplished but
how. He stopped slave trade without using the mighty
British army but with his leadersip skill and his Bible. He
was admired when, in his final battle, his compound was
overrun by Islamic fundamentals in a holy war and the
fighting stopped for a few moments when he appeared
before the enemy.
He did not fear, but he examplified courage. He had many
opportunities to leave the city of Khartoum before the battle
but refused, citing his duty to stay. He placed the welfare of
the people above his own, for with him they had some
chance of survival; without him there was none.
During his second trip to the Sudan, which resulted in his
death, he was offered good salary. He accepted only half of
the money, saying that was all he needed.
He was popular in England. Although, he possibly could
have been prime minister, he did not seek atitleor position.
Time spent in London did notfindhim among the elite but
in the streets serving the less privileged.
Many men and women today see leadership as an aspiration. Gordon saw it as a responsibility.
It is our responsibility to discern the true leaders both
when we vote and whom we support We must learn to
encourage true leadership by demanding accountability
and refusing to follow those who are leaders only in form
not substance.
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The Champion welcomes
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Magic Johnson: for eventually reaping bis own "rewards"
Mike Tyson: Don't be like Mike!
Ted Kennedy: His name will get him there, not bis character
Michael Jackson: the man with a 1,000 faces- "the Chameleon"

LU student
encourages
campus clean up

Rose is thorn in Vincent's side
Something occurred to me that
left me bewildered concerning the
standards of morality today.
Exhibit A: Major League Baseball
Commissioner Fay Vincent banned
Pete Rose from the MLB for life on
Aug. 24,1989, for alleged gambling.
Exhibit B: New York Yankees
pitcher Steve Howe, suspended from
baseballfivetimes for drug and alcohol abuse, was arrested Dec. 19 on
cocaine charges.
Vincent appeared in an interview
on ESPN and stated that "there was no
doubt" Rose, the all-time hits leader,
gambled on the Cincinnati Reds, the
club he managed.
Vincent barely stopped short of saying that as long as he is commissioner, Rose will not be reinstated
into Major League Baseball.
Excuse me, but isn't there a certain
litde piece of paper that states something to the effect that a person is innocent until proven guilty?
By the way, the prison term that
Rose served was for tax evasion not
for gambling. His tax evasion convic-

Bush: victim
of the press
who cry wolf

Jeffrey A.
Cota
Editor

tion was in no way harmful to the
sport of baseball, this had nothing to
do with his on-field activities. Had
Rose indeed bet on baseball that is a
different story; however, that has not
been proven.
In effect what Vincent would betelling today's youth is the alleged
gambling habits of Rose are more
detrimental to baseball than drug and
alcohol abuse.
Being banned from baseball, Rose
was placed on baseball's ineligible
list, which in turn kept his name off of
the 1992 Hall of Fame ballot in January. One year ago the Hall's board of
directors concluded that anyone on
the ineligible list would no longer be
a candidate for the Hall of Fame.
If Rose is not elected into the Hall
of Fame, it may go down as the great-

POINT

est travesty of baseball justice since
"Shoeless" Joe Jackson was banned.
He was allegedly part of a scam to
throw the 1919 World Series against
the Cincinnati Red Legs.
The travesty behind the ban in this
case is that the Chicago White Sox
left fielder batted a lofty .375 with one
HR and six RBI in the Series. Not the
type of performance someone who
was throwing a game might have.
My argument to Vincent is this: If
you are going to ban Rose from baseball, at least provide proof. If you do
not have the decency to do that, start
doing your job rather than punish the
rest of baseball and its fans.
£D fita i&
"I'm no different from anybody
else with two arms, two legs, and
forty-two-hundred hits."
— Pete Rose
"The highlight of my baseball career came in Philadelphia's Connie
Mack Stadium when I saw a fan fall
out of the upper deck. When he got
up and walked away the crowd
booed."
— Bob Uecker

Bush's
leadership
questioned

By JEFFREY A. COTA

By BEN LaFROMBOIS

Editor

Faature/Opinion Editor

It appears that since the going has
gotten tough, the "tough" have started
to pointfingersat a certain U.S. president — namely George Bush.
Sure, jump on a guy's back just because times are tough. Sure, Bush declared, "Read my lips...No new taxes!"
as a rallying cry at the 1988 G.O.P.
National Convention, but in 1988 the
economy was also riding high.
How can the "loyal conservatives"
abandon Bush because he did not own
a crystal ball (i.e. Ronald Reagan) to
predict the economy would nose-dive?
The following question is raised:
"Is George Herbert Walker Bush,41st
president of the United States of
America, an effective leader?"
Bush's approval rating seems to
answer the question with a resounding "NO," with 54 percent in the latest
poll dissatisfied with the president.
Does America really understand why
only 46 percent approve of Bush?
Americans act on impulse. Many
do not ask questions or think the problem out. They too often rely on the
press to make their decisions.
Leadership is defined by Webster's
as "the position or guidance of a
leader."
It is agreed that Bush is exemplary
in dealing with foreign affairs. He is
not the wimp that he was made out to
be; he quickly disposed of that theory
when he sent troops to Panama and
the Iraqi military was decimated.
Not only did he play a major role in
the Gulf Crisis resolution, he was also
able to persuade Israel to sit down
with other Arab nations for the first
time in a number of years.
Leadership? Perhaps only the Pope
could have achieved such a task.
The concern over the Bush domestic policy is like the boy who
cried wolf. The press has been beating die American people with the
theory that Bush has no idea what it
takes to govern domestic issues.
• First and foremost, the main
thrust of the presidency is foreign policy; while Congress is designated to
take care of domestic policy.
• Bush has moved toward giving
stale government more power.. He is

.

Is the president to lead the nation,
or the nation to lead the president?
Ask George Bush, and you may get
an answer something like, "What did
the last opinion poll say?"
The president's leadership on
domestic issues epitomizes strength
and consistency as much as Ted
Kennedy's personal morality epitomizes honesty and chastity.
Leadership is defined as: "Something or someone that shows the way.
An act or instance of guiding." Also,
leadership speaks of someone having
"authoritative charge, command of
an issue, a guide."
Considering our president's performance, his ability to lead on the
domestic front
must be doubted.
In foreign affairs
he has taken charge
with an agenda and
principles demonstrating leadership
characteristics.
However, in domestic affairs,
Bush has discarded
principle and progress when dealing
with issues that
elected him.
He is like the
leader of a flock of
geese flying in a "V" formation. The
leader flies along and notices that the
flock is now heading in a different
direction. Instead of redirecting the
flock, the leader merely flies a little
faster to regain his iead position —
still headed in a different direction.
Considering Bush's record on
domestic issues, his leadership has
done little better than the "fictitious"
and flawed leadership of the goose.
First, he promised not to raise taxes
and did the contrary. One might argue
that a tax hike was necessary and
unavoidable. Well, was there a recession at the time?
Also, one must consider the effects
the lax hike. The "budget agreement"
promised a lower deficit, but the defiContributor: Dr. Stephen Livesay, cit have only continued to skyrocket,
Deptart ment of social sciences.
and the economy has soured.

also attempting to move away from
the use of quotas to fill employment
positions because of race or creed.
• The president's national health
care is shying away from the socialist
programs, which would eliminate federally funding and rationed medical
care in favor of private funded care.
• Education has made larger
strides during the Bush administration than previous administrations.
Many people, especially Congress,
would like Bush to make a massive
overhaul to stimulate the economy.
History lesson: Franklin Roosevelt
flooded the U.S. in programs that
were intended to jump start the economy. Programs
achieved nothing,
World War II
brought the country out of its depression.
Bush is not your
typical politician.
He does not display
a pretentious personality, nor is he a
doom-sayer. Bush
simply promises
that U.S. recovery
in inevitable. He is
not going off the George Bush
deep end (i.e. Car- y . s . President
ter), or drastically
changing his policies.
Leadership? There is not even a
waver in his stance on issues.
The resume that Bush has compiled leaves his competition in its
tracks: director of the C.I.A., vicepresident, four years as an effective
president as well as knowledge in
dealing with Congressional quirks.
Bush is a natural leader, he just
does not have the flair of Ronald
Reagan, or of John F. Kennedy (Lloyd
Bentsen may want to attest to that).
Bush is quiet, respected, experienced
and very much a leader.
The boy is crying wolf once again.
Are you going to come running?

LU Forum

Editor:
As a transfer student this semester,
I contemplated whether or not I should
write this letter of concern. Here I am,
a new student, should I make a wave
so soon?
Then I walked through the DeMoss
center again this afternoon after my
last class. I can no longer remain
silent.
After only a few weeks of classes,
I have discerned that my fellow classmates on this campus are disrespectful and slovenly. Just walk through
the lounge areas of the DeMoss center after a day of classes and you will
see my evidence to back up my discernment.
What will you see? Trash dumps!
Have we no pride? If not pride in our
university, pride in ourselves. I doubt
our mothers raised us to live like
swine!
In Texas we have a state-wide litter
campaign and our slogan is: "Don't
MESS with Texas." I would like to
encourage my fellow classmates:
"Don't MESS with LU."
Don'tbesuchlitterbugs! Takepride
in OUR university.
Paul D. Olmstead

COUNTERPOINT

Bush also said he would not sign
a bill benefitting the unemployed. Following his pattern, he quickly moved
to do the politically correct thing and
signed a bill detrimental to freedom
but in line with the perceived desires
of the people and Congress.
In another instance, Bush promised
not to sign a civil rights bill endorsing
quotas. He did exactiy what he promised not to do.
As we look at President Bush, it is
necessary to take a step back from the
issue and consider the behavior that
led to his decisions. Is it the behavior
befitting the president of the United
States, or for that matter, any leader?
Did Bush lie, or did he merely respond to a situation? Given the former, Bush is a man without character
and conscience. Considering the latter, Bush, relies upon situational ethics more than principle and reason.
In other words, he cannot be trusted
for he will rely upon the shifting sand
of perceived circumstances instead
of the rock of truth and virtue.
Whichever way one looks at Bush's
inconsistency, a distrust is formed in
the American people inhibiting the
president's ability to lead.
Their response has been sharp, as is
indicated by the drop in opinion polls.
Americans are not only responding to
Bush's wayward ways, but also to the
modem political system that supports
its own more than the people. Term
limits are only a reaction, although a
good one, to the chaos in Washington.
When a nation discards truth and
principle, it can only rely upon the
strength of the men who "lead."
Obviously, that strength is lacking,
and thus our nation is weakened.
The end result is lack of vision and
purpose, which Bush seems also to
lack. One must have a idea where he
is headed before he can arrive.
The floundering we see in Washington is from lack of vision. Not all
men have vision, it is a special gift. A
gift that must be encouraged, otherwise, the nation will only have men
such as Bush to lead them, and as we
have seen, that is no leadership at all.
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Lincoln represents determination of Americans
By TIM PIERCE
Champion Rapoftw

"Fourscore and seven years ago
our fathers brought forth on this continent a new nation, conceived in
liberty and dedicated to the proposition that all men arc created equal."
Those words by Abraham Lincoln
were delivered at thededlcation of the
NatiotialCeflielfer^atG^^burg^Pa,,
ontfov. 19,1863,comrnemoratihgthe
Lincoln commemorated the sacrifices of war, reflected on brave soldiers fallen hi battle and the foundation upon which America was built.
On March 4,1861,64 years after
George Washington left office, Lincoln, carnation's 16th president was

The Lincoln presidency travailed
during the most colossal struggle of the nation — the Civil War,
which was perhaps the
greatesttestof strength
and spirit for a president.
One of Lincoln's
greatest struggles dealt
with the toleration or
abolition of slavery.
He took a strong stand
against slavery but did
not believe that it was a
congressional function
to interfere with slavery in the states.
Atthe beginning of his presidency,
Lincoln pledged "not to abolish slavery^ but to preserve the union and pre-

vent the spread of slavery."
Three years earlier, in a speech during the Senate elections committee,
Lincoln said, "A
house
divided
against itself cannot
stand. I believe this
government cannot
endure permanently
half slave and half
free...."
On Jan. L 1863,
Lincoln issued the
Emancipation
Proclamation, which freed four million slaves in the Southern states. In
1865, the Thirteenth Amendment to
the Constitution abolished slavery in

the United States.
Lincoln was reelected for a second
term and took office on March 4,
1865. The end of the Civil War was
near, and his theme was new.
His urgency for peace and brotherhood focused on a simple, yet profound statement: "Malice toward none
and charity for all."
Lincoln had a zealous belief in the
integrity of people. His eyes were
focused upon public opinion, for he
had an endless amount of Jove for
people Which flowed into Sympathy
for their trials and darkest hours.
As a master politician with tremendous self-confidence and keen judgement, Lincoln understood his constituents and was widely influential in
shaping public opinion.

Known as the "Great Emancipator," Lincoln had served only 41 days
of his second term when on the evening of April 14, 1865, as he sal in
Ford's Thcauc in Washington, D.C.,
he was fatally shot in the head by a
fanatical actor, John Wilkes Booth,
who supported the Confederacy.
Lincoln rose to great heights to
serve our nation during a dark hour,
yet he came from humble surroundings. He was bom on Feb. 12,1809 in
a log cabin near Hodgcnvillc, Ky. He
was raised in poverty and received
only a year of forma) education. Encouraged by his friends, he borrowed
law books and began to study.
In 1834, Lincoln was elected to the
Illinois legislature and served four
consecutive terms. During his early

political career, Lincoln received his
licen.setopractice law and was admitted to the Illinois bar.
Aftcrdismissing himself from politics, he suirtcd a private law practice
and became one of the best-known
lawyers in Illinois during the 1850s.
Between 1855 and the tune of his
death, Lincoln once again involved
himself in politics because of his increasing stand against slavery, and
desire to save the union.
It was Lincoln who unknowingly
in 1836 said about what would become his own life, 'Towering genius
disdains a beaten path; it seeks regions hitherto unexplored."
His monumental achievement of
saving the union was through courageously seeking the unknown;

ashington built foundation oil honesty and virtue
By TIM PIERCE
Champion Reporter,,,.,,
•'Whenchildrenaftdy

lbeariheir
....ftaUabout
d l ^ a p ^ u d i h g metoveofc^ifiy^;
of liberty, and all the virtues, habits
and faculties which constitute a good
citizen, that is, a patriot and a hero,
thc^§childreh endeavor to acquire
those qualities.
'W/ffJ,
• "I glory in the character of Washington because I know mm to be only
an exemplification of the American
character."

phasjze the essence of true American
suplpOJCf.
:whopr<|ij?i^|

r~lti

we enjoy as an ideal way of life —
TreedpmvToday,westandu) awe when
we consider freedom's heritage and
the men who established it.
As another President's Day (Feb.
17) passes and we reflect on the leaders and former leaders of our great nation, we are prone to remember one
'3t44^$t&i&<&$6 greatest impact on
American people -— General and
President George Washington.
Thes Washington presidency raised
a confused and dying nation up to the
highest of reputations and prosperity.
A country that was withering when
Washington tookoffice was left prospering at the end of his term.
V Yyl^irtgtort was inaugurated as ti|e

first president of the United States on adequacy of the Articles of Confed- dress to the People of the United
eration,.became the . Stales.
April 30, 1?8?;; on,the.
first man to sign the 'Considering thai he constructed a
balcony of the Senate
Constitution do mighty nation on a weak foundation
Chamber of Federal
Sept. 17> 1787/Tne of U union states, Wash ington can be
Constitution is now counted as a man of enormous
During the four years
the supreme law of strength, courage and boldness.
prior to his taking ofthe land.
fice, Washington lived
Born on Feb. 22, 1732, in
in retirement at Mount
Against his better Westmoreland County, Va„ WashVernon, the plantation
judgement, Waslt ington became known as the "Father
he inherited from his
ington served two of our country." He was poorly edubrother, Lawrence. He
terms as president, cated, but most intelligent in the afdevoted his time to priu n a n i m o u s l y fairs of life, particularly leadership,
vate matters, but he was
elected in both. To as he proved during his term as genalso carefully planning
stall efforts of any eral in the Virginia Mil ilia.
aroute of action in purindividuals who
Mount Vernon, the last home of
suit of establishing a secure nation.
wanted to reelect him for a third term, Washington, located in Alexandria,
Washington, understanding the in- he wrote his famous farewell Ad- Va., is of particular interest to Amer-
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Christ is only hope against cults
"Ye are of God, litde children, and
have overcome them: because greater
Nelson
is He that is in you, than he that is the
Chapman
world (I John 4:4)."
In recent years a powerful and frightStaff Columnist
ening phenomena has arisen called
the New Age Movement (NAM).
The best definition that can be ofWhy so much hype over die New
fered by experts for the New Age Age Movement? In their book The
Movement is that it is a hodgepodge Facts on the New Age Movement,
of Eastern mysticism and Western John Ankerberg and John Weldon
culture mixed together.
state: 'To put it simply, the teachings
With the vast amount of different of the New Age are theteachingsof
religious views brought together into spirits.
one "movement," one can begin to
"What the New Age teaches and
comprehend the effectiveness of the believes is what the spirit world has
NAME.
revealed and wishes men to believe."
Using the information found in
Some NAM teachings include:
Randall Baer's book, Inside The New there is no need for redemption, each
Age Nightmare, we can see that poli- person is a god and another "Christ"
tics, holistic health practices, the busi- is coming.
ness world, sports and the music inClearly, the NAM is of Satan's
dustry have been infiltrated by the kingdom. Yet, this is not the only
New Age philosophy.
heresy that our culture has been
Other areas that have become satu- drenched with.
rated with the New Age philosophy
From the Moonies to the Jehovah
are art, through postcards, Omni Witnesses, the cults' influences are
magazine, science fiction book cov- now within the homes of America.
ers, etc.; and the movie industry, with Christians are literally surrounded by
such offerings as: "E.T.," "Ghost- false doctrines.
busters," "Dark Crystal," "Cocoon I
If society is filled with New Age
and II," etc.
philosophy and all of die other beliefs
Many other parts of our society running loose, how are we, as Chrishave been affected by the NAM as tians, supposed to distinguish what is
well. In fact, things associated to the true or false?
NAM such as crystals, yoga, astrolTurning to the Word of God, we
ogy, inner strength and meditation find that I John 4:1-3 says, "Beloved,
have become common household believe not every spirit, but try the
words.
spirits whether they are of God: be-

cause many false prophets are gone
out into the world.
"Hereby know ye the Spirit of God:
Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus
Christ is come in die flesh is of God:
And every spirit that confesseth not
that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is
not of God."
After reading that passage we now
know how to discern what is of God
or what is not. Simply, if there is a
teaching that denies mat Jesus Christ,
the only Son of the only living God,
has come, redeemed man, and is livingtoday,is a false teaching.
Seeing that we are surrounded
by doctrines of Satanic origin, our
Lord in Heaven assures us that He has
overcome them (I John 4:4).
God has defeated the adversary's
(Satan's) kingdom and He gives us
victory by indwelling us with the Holy
Spirit.
As I John 4:4 makes evident, we
have the very Spirit of God in us and
therefore have no need to fear the
wickedness that surrounds us.
Praise be to God because all unrighteousness and evil has been
crushed under His foot!
Look around you and "try the spirits." Test them. In a day and age
where almost everything is contaminated with false teachings, be alert.
If you are plantedfirmlyin die Lord
and in His Word, no spirit, man or
teaching will be able to remove you
from out of the Father's loving and
caring hands.

ica. For it is ihcrc that Americans can
envision the beauty of our heritage,
and feel the peace Washington built,
realizing that we are "one nation,
under God indivisible, with liberty^
and justice for all."
Washington has been attributed to
"saying the right tiling at the right
time." In one lone statement, he said,
"Liberty, when it begins 10 iaJto root,
is a plant of rapid growth."
Washington, perhaps our greatest
president, planted the root of freedom. As wechcrishourLiberty,these
men and their lives must be upheld,
so that America never forgets the
foundation upon whtehitisbuilUh<Mt
the men who built it.

Maturity determined by attitude
not age of the body
of the
Have you ever asked yourself what
makes one person mature and yet
another immature? I think the difference i s that the immature person never
asks himself that very question.
Maturity is the state of having attained a natural peak of physical, intellectual and emotional growth or
development. Unfortunately, most
people only acquire one of those categories at a time and it's sometimes
anything but "natural."
In seventh grade, I had to accept
the harsh reality of physical maturity.
You see, I was a statuesque 5-feet-2inches tall and weighed 100 pounds
(soaking wet and holding a cement
block). When informed that all students taking gym were required to
purchase a "one size fits all" gym
uniform, my heart sank.
For weeks, I ran in the back of the
pack holding up my shorts with both
hands. It was then that I realized two
very important lessons. 1) Suspenders are no laughing matter, and 2)
Although all men were created
equally, all 13-year-old boys were
not.
In tenth grade, I had to acknowledge die false visage of intellectual
maturity. Like many people in this
world, I thought knowledge was a
mark of maturity. As a result, I sometimes went a bit, well... overboard.
For example, I couldn't just tell an

Answers Please

David
Hart
Staff Columnist

ugly girl I didn't want to date her. I'd
say, "Attractive as is the immanent
prospect of an amorous interlude, I
nevertheless deem it more realistic to
confine my courtship to members of
the immediate human species."
As you can tell, a little knowledge
is a dangerous thing.
As college students, we like to
think of ourselves as "all grown up"
and able to rationally handle any situation wemayencounterin life. We've
physically matured and hopefully arc
attending college to mature intellectually. The real test, however, is actually attaining emotional maturity.
Family, friends, roommates, boyfriends and girlfriends constantly
surround us with situations thai measure our emotional maturity. That's
why it's so important to stop and
consider how we act in everyday situations. To illustrate true maturi ty, V ve
compiled the following. Maturity is:
• Mailing at least one hand-written
letter home for every 10 collect phone
calls made to Mom and Dad.
• Speaking with your sweetheart
half as often as you speak to other
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people about your sweetheart.
• Dry cleaning your roommate's
new 100 percent Rayon shirt mat you
borrowed (instead of throwing it in
his dirty clothes basket).
• Leaving your real name even
though die phone call woke up your
girlfriend's sick roommate.
• Realizing that "Stuff a Pocket"
bar in the cafeteria refers to pita bread,
and not filling your Dockers with
turkey, tomato and lettuce.
• Attending as many hours of classes
in DeMoss Hall as you do hours of
movies in Cinemark Theatres.
Perhaps these examples don't reflect what you would consider pure
maturity. Instead, they may well represent a mixture of responsibility,
courtesy, honesty, decency and integrity — but isn't that what maturity is
ultimately about?
People tend to mink of maturity
solely as how you react to life's most
complicated issues in me presence of
others. I feel, however, maturity is
how you handle practical situations
when nobody else is around.
I hope you strive to be not only
physically or intellectually mature but
emotionally mature as well.
I'd better finish this article now.
My biological functions are conspiring to surmount my consciousness
and thus insuring a rapid decline into
somnolency (I'm tired).
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Who do you think is a leader?

"Margaret Thatcher,
because of the way she
presents herself, the
views she holds, and
the reputation she is
known by."

"My friends told me
to say 'die crowd.'"

"Beverly LaHaye,
because she trusted
God to overcome
her fears, and now
she is being greatly
used by God."

Tiffany Renalds
Lynchburg

Bethany Boothe
Lynchburg

Ruth Borland
Lynchburg

Katie Underwood
Ft. Worth, Texas

"Henrietta Mears,
because she
persevered for the
cause of Christ."

"Jerry Falwell, because
he is a mover and a '
'shaker'— he has a
vision."

"Patrick Henry,
because he was so
passionate in his
cause."

Jim Thornton
Rustburg, Va.

Bobbie Frazier
Quinton, Va.

¥
"Sorry I'm late, but I kept putting my head
¥
in the arm holes."
9. "Excuse me if I'm a little nervous, but I just
switched conditioners."
¥
8. "I really admire the way Kelly Bundy dresses
on 'Married With Children.'"
7. "Why in the world would they would cancel
¥
a show like Twin Peaks?"
6. "You remind me of my favorite aunt. She's dead5
2£
now."
•
Top Ten Worst Things
To Say on a First Date

A
*g
J(
A
W
J^
A
*r
A 5. "Whatdoyou mean, you've never gone Dutch ?!" W
A
4. "I don't mean to pry, but do you always nod
w
J*
at the drive-thru?"
•
M 3. "Oh, I like thatdress.lt reminds me of the curtains M
A
in our old house."
w
j t 2. "No, really, the cafeteria sounds fine."
X
1. "I'm surprised. ..you don't sweat much for a
M
K ^ fat girl.
V

mi

wm

Mike Gathman

Tyson still
fights past
during trial
The recent rape trial of former
heavyweight boxer Mike Tyson
has brought out another dark
chapter in the life of a man
driven by violent mood swings
and post-fight depressions.
Tyson has not had much luck
on Feb. 10 in the last couple of
years. On Feb. 10, 1990, Tyson
lost his heavyweight title by
being knocked out by then
relatively unknown Buster
Douglas. Then on Feb. 10,1992,
Tyson was convicted of raping
an 18-year-old Miss Black
America contestant.
Tyson's career has always been
unusual. He grew up in a rough
part of New York and literally
fought his way to stardom. He has
had more non-sporting altercations
than Charles Barkley has had with
the NBA's Sixers.
Then his fabled eight-month
marriage with Robin Givens gave
us all a lesson in how NOT to run
a marriage. The whole Givens ordeal dealt Tyson a deep blow from
which he still has not
recovered.
Now he may have been dealt
the final blow of his career with
the rape conviction; however, I
feel that injustice may have been
served Tyson's way in this case.
Now don't get me wrong, I'm
not saying what he did was
morally right, but what I am
saying is that he may not have
been guilty of rape.
Witnesses have alleged that
Tyson was wandering around the
dressing rooms where all the Miss
Black America contestants were
preparing for compcution and that
he was making lewd comments
about joining him for a little late
night fun. This fact alone should
have shown the ladies in the room
exactly what Tyson wanted.
Tyson then asked one of the
contestants out for the evening to
show her around Indianapolis at
2 o'clock in the morning. After
she agreed to go with Tyson, she
was quoted as saying inside the
restrooms at the hotel that she
wanted to get money out of Tyson
like his ex-wife Robin Givens did
because he was dumb and had
lots of money.
Upon arrival at Tyson's hotel,
workers at the hotel testified that
the couple was "all over each
other." The couple then went up to
Tyson's room where the alleged
rape took place.
Call me crazy, but I don't think
she was thinking too brilliantly
by going up to Tyson's room and
not expecting anything to happen.
From all that I've heard and seen,
I think the facts point in the
direction of a set-up on the part of
this contestant.
The testimony from her mother
sounded phony and slightly
charismatic. The mother testified
that when she saw her daughter, it
looked as if her soul had been
stripped away from her and that
she had never seen her daughter
look that way before.
Now, to set the record straight,
the accuser did admit to saying the
things about wanting to take Tyson the way Givens did and about
calling him stupid. However, the
jury seems to have overlooked this
as not having any significant
bearing on the case.
Now think about this. II the contestant wanted to get something
from him "like Givens did," how
else would she do it except through
some sort of sexual involvement?
She certainly couldn't say he
called her a name or looked at her
in an inappropriate way, so what
else is there?
Tyson may not be the most moral
person in the world, but that is
certainly no reason for him to be
knocked down and dragged
through the mud any more than he
already has been.
If he learns one lesson out of this
ordeal, it should be to clean up his
own life and not become involved
in these sketchy situations in the
first place.
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LU climb to 12-0 in "The Furnace"
By MIKE GATHMAN
Sports Editor

The Liberty University men's basketball team avenged an earlier 80-75
loss to Charleston Southern by defeating them 76-60 Saturday night in
the Vines Center before 3,734 cheering fans, raising the team's record 83 in the Big South Conference.
LUfinishedthe contest with a 22-3
run that began when sophomore guard
Chris Toomer nailed a 3-pointer to tie
the game at 57. The Flames never let
up after that, hitting 10 free throws
down the stretch to seal LU's 18th
victory of the season and preserve its
perfect 12-0 record in the Vines Center
this year.
As the Flames began to mount
their attack, Bernard Nelson.the Buccaneers leading scorer with 18 points,
fouled out of the game.
'They (LU) just wore us down on
the boards. When Nelson fouled out it
really hurt us on the boards," Charleston Southern head coach Gary
Edwards said.
The Flames strong defense on the
boards, which keyed the victory over
the Buccaneers, was led by LU junior
forward Julius Nwosu's 11 rebounds
and three blocks.
LU head coach Jeff Meyer said:
"Julius is still not playing at 100 percent. He is just now starting to get his
appetite back from being sick, but I
am pleased with the way he played
and he put in a good defensive performance."

Nwosu also lead all scorers with his
20 points for the night including six
of six from the free-throw line.
Sophomore guard Matt Hildebrand
and junior forward Keith Ferguson
each chipped in 15 points in the
winning cause.
LU senior center Mike Coleman
scored nine points and grabbed nine
rebounds. Coleman is now within 10
points of scoring 1,000 for his Liberty
career.
For the game the Flames shot 53.3
percent from the field to maintain
their overall percentage of 53.3 percent, which ranks them third in the
nation behind Duke and Michigan
State.
On the other side of the court the
Flames' defense held the Buccaneers
to only 40 percentfield-goalshooting
for the game.
Throughout the first 10 minutes of
the game, Charleston Southern played
a strong defense and built up to a sixpoint lead behind the shooting of
Nelson.
However, LU ended thefirsthalf
on a 19-5 run that put it up 33-25
going into the half. During this stretch
Toomer hit two 3-pointers to help
build the Flames' lead.
"I wasn't happy with the way this
game ended, but I think that for 36
minutes we played well enough to
win the ball game," Edwards said.
After the half, the Buccaneers
slowly began to needle away LU's
lead and took the lead five minutes

into the second half. For much of the
next 10 minutes, Charleston
maintained a one- to four-point lead.
After the Buccaneers' junior scoring sensation Darnell Sneed hit a hook
shot to give Charleston a 57-54 lead
with 3:37 left in the game, Southern
only scored three more points.
Following the score-tying 3-pointer
by LU'sToomer, Hildebrand, Nwosu
and Ferguson hit crucial free throws
to seal the victory for the Flames.
"We have spent a considerable
amount of time the last few weeks
working on free throws, and it's good
to see it paying off in the game situation," Meyer said.
For the game the Flames shot 77.4
percent from the free-throw line, hitting 24 of 31 shots. Hildebrand hit
nine of 10 free throws in the game but
missed breaking the LU record he
shared with Karl Hess of 37 consecutive free throws when he missed his
first free throw of the night.
Hildebrand tied Hess' record in
Monday night's loss to UNCAsheville.
"Free throws are all concentration.
I had a bit of a mental lapse, and I just
tried to concentrate harder after that,"
Hildebrand said.
Meyer said: "My initial reaction
was'OK it's over now lets start a new
(record).' I hadn't really thought
photo by J«H 3. Smith
about it too much."
Liberty's
Cordell
Robinson
goes
up
for
a
shot
in
a recent 76LU sophomore guards Edwin
70 victory over Big South foe Charleston Southern. The
SeeMen's basketball, Page 7 Flames team extended its record to 18-4 for the season.

LU women's basketball
wins fifth of last six
By BRIAN SPERLING
Champion Reporter

The Lady Flames basketball team
went on a 134 run midway through
the first half en route to an 18-point
half time lead before defeating Western Carolina University by the score
of 84-62.
The Saturday afternoon victory
before a crowd of 343 improved the
Flames to 5-1 in the Liberty Gymnasium this season.
'The win shows how much we have
improved," Coach Rick Reeves said.
"Wearegetting healthier and wereally
came on defensively in the game."
The win was the fifth victory in six
games for the Lady hoopsters, who
are now 8-13 for the season.
Forward Jeri Wiley keyed the
spurt with eightoi'her 15 points asLU
expanded its lead from 14-10 to 2714 with 9:41 remaining in the half.
Center Wendy Johnson had a big
day as well, hitting six of nine shots
from the field in thefirsthalf for 14
points to help Liberty gain a 48-30
lead at half time. She finished with 21
points and 15 rebounds. Center Lori
Lyons led all scorers for the Lady
Catamounts (5-17) with 24 points.
Reeves attributes the Lady Flames'
photo by MIS. Smith
recent success to the return of key
Lady Flames' leading scorer Jeri Wiley drives for the basket players and to the improvement on
in LU's 84-62 stomping of Western Carolina In the Liberty defense, which helped to limit the
Gym. The ladies improved their record to 8-13 for the year. Lady Cats to 40.7 percent shooting

for the game.
However, Reeves felt that the team
got off to a slow start offensively.
Liberty didn't fare much better than
the Catamounts from the field, shooting 42.7 percent for the game.
"We were a little sluggish on
offense, but we played better as the
game went on," Reeves said. ' '•:
The Lady Flames defense held the
Lady Cats 13 points below their season average of 75 per game. The
Flames also held guard Leigh Ann
Cook, who is third in the nation in 3point field goal percentage, to six
points for the game. She shot a dismal
two for 11 from the floor, with only
one 3-pointer in three attempts.
"I felt that we needed 80 points to
win," Reeves said. "We did a good
job of stopping their offense."
Another key for the Flames was
rebounding, which Liberty dominated
by a 51-36 margin. Forward Kathy
Wooten ripped down 10 boards, while
Forward Angie Johnson and Wiley
had six apiece to complement W.
Johnson's performance.
"We rebounded really well," guard
Ginny Coleman said. Coleman helped
key the defensive performance that
took away many chances for the Lady
Cats to get any breaks running.
"We are learning to get back on
defense faster. Our intensity has been
up from the beginning of the season,"

she said.
"We started off slow, but we were
peaking at the right time," said
Wooten, who found four shots in seven
attempts from the field to go along
with her rebounding performance.
"We played good defensively,
which helped us to rebound well,"
she added.
The game was satisfying for the
Lady Flames, who avenged a 70-62
defeat against the Lady Cats last
January in Cullowhee, N.C.
"We felt we had a point to prove,"
guard Sarah Hillyer said. "Revenge
was part of the motivation today."
The Lady Flames tried implementing a 3-point barrage into their
offense, but had a collective bad day,
hitting only four of 15 attempted 3point shots. Hillyer, the team leader
with a .357 percentage, hit only one
of six on the day. Guard Cynthia
Thomson connected on two of six 3point attempts for six of her eight
points. Guard Dawn Coleman added
one in three attempts as well.
The Lady Flames came out in the
second half and did not let up their
momentum. The Lady Cats could get
no closer than 17 points, the last of
which being 78-61 with 3:51 remaining.
The biggest lead for Liberty was 25
See Women's hoops, Page 7

Grapplers drop three at Cornell Duals
By SHANNON HARRINGTON
Champion Reporter

The Flames' wrestling team traveled to the Cornell Duals Feb. 9 and
faced Lockhaven College, Edinboro
College and Rider College, losing all
three matches to drop its overall record to 4-8-1.
In the first match of the day, the
Flames took on Lockhaven College
andlost27-12. LU's three wins in the
match came from Matt Dawson, Steve
Dernlan and Aaron Bruce.
Dawson faced Lockhaven's Mike
Herceg in the 134-pound class and
won a close match by the score of 76. Dawson was down 5-4 going into
the third period but scored three points
from an escape and a takedown to
take the lead and win the match.
Dernlan defeated Pete Ventresca
of Lockhaven, 7-4, in the 150-pound
dual, for LU's second win in the
match.
The Flame's third win came when
Bruce handily won over Jason Rocker,
10-1.
To start the match, Lockhaven
jumped out to a large lead of 9-0 when
Dave Homa was pinned by Tony
Owens of Lockhaven in the 118-

pound class, and LU's Matt
Dernlan was defeated in the 126pound batde by Vinnie Santaniello.
Dawson's victory made it 9-3 in
favor of Lockhaven.
In the 142-pound class, Bubba
Ferguson was defeated by
Lockhaven's Mike Lightner, 14-8,
boosting Lockhaven's overall lead to
12-3.
S. Dernlan then won in the 150pound dual to draw the Flames to
within six points, leaving the overall
score at 12-6.
Lockhaven came right back with a
win as LU's David Galyan was defeated by Kemal Pegram, 8-6, in the
158-pound class. This gave Lockhaven a 16-5 lead in the match.
The 167 -pound dual ended at a 1 -1
tie between LU's Scott Wall and Ron
Coffel of Lockhaven.
With the match score at 17-8, LU
cut Lockhaven's lead to four points
with Bruce's victory. But the Flames
could not turn the match around as
they lost the last two duals.
Matt Kaminski was defeated by
Lockhaven's Dale Budd, 16-5, in the
190-pound class, and LU's Chris
Neely was pinned by Karry Walker in

the battle of the heavy-weights, giving Lockhaven the 27-12 win.
For the second team match of the
day, it was the Flames facing Rider
College. Despite a great effort from
the Flames, Rider "slipped by" LU,
23-20.
Three key matches for the Flames
were wins by Ferguson, S. Dernlan
and Bruce.
Ferguson defeated Rider's Doug
Bonshak, 14-8, in the 142-pound dual,
and Dernlan won handily over Dave
Lucerne, 12-1, in the 150-pound class.
In the 177-pound class, Bruce won
a close match against Paul Brozon by
a score of 2-1.
The Flames jumped out early in
the match when the 118-pound was
forfeited by Rider, giving Homa the
win and Liberty a 6-0 lead.
But Rider tied the match after Dan
Finacchio pinned LU's M. Dernlan in
the 126-pound class.
Another loss for the Flames came
in the 134-pound battle as Dawson
was defeated by Rider's Jim Lehmon,
17-7. Rider then took a 10-6 lead in
the team score. However, the wins by
Ferguson and S. Dernlan put LU back
in the lead, 13-10.

In the 158-pound dual Rider's Mike
Bartholomew pinned Galyan in the
first period to put Rider back in the
lead with a team score of 16-13.
Another win by Rider came in the
167-pound class as Tony Deltaven
defeated LU's Rick Grantham 12-7.
This extended Rider's lead to 19-13.
Bruce's win in the 190-pound battle
pulled the Flames to within three
match points of Rider, making the
score 19-16.
LU, however, would not get any
closer as the final two duals of the
match ended as ties. Liberty's Kaminski tied Bill Tassogloy, 4-4, in the
190-pound class, and Greg First tied
Rider's Mike Westhead, 6-6, in the
heavy-weight dual.
In the final match of the Cornell
Duals, the Flames met Edinboro and
were defeated 32-9. LU's only wins
of the match came from S. Dernlan
and Scott Wall.
S. Dernlan won his third match of
the day as he defeated Nick Pedockie,
4-1, in ihe 150-pound class. He extended his overall record for the season to 19-3-1.
Wall dominated the 167-pound
batUe as he downed Edinboro's Brian

Midkiff by the score of 12-3.
LU struggled from the start of the
match as Homa was beaten by Matt
Whitmer, 9-2, in the 118-pound class;
M. Dernlan was pinned by Edinboro's
Brett Porter in the 126-pound dual;
Dawson lost to Barry Anderson, 125, in the 134-pound class and Sam
Holiday was defeated by Tom Shifflet of Edinboro, 8-3, in the 142pound battle. This gave Edinboro a
15-0 lead.
S. Demlan's win put the Flame's
on the scoreboard for the first time of
the match, with the score 15-3.
Next, LU lost another match when
Edinboro's Brian Gear defeated
Aaron Sarra, 9-3, in the 158-pound
class. Edinboro extended its lead to
18-3.
Wall' s victory gave the Flames four
more match points, making the team
score 18-7.
In the 177-pound class, Bruce tied
Edinboro's Ken Bauer, 4-4.
The last two duals both ended as
losses for the Flames. Kaminski was
pinned by Edinboro's Jason Loukidas
in the second period of the 190-pound
class, and LU's Neely was pinned by
Bill Friburger.
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Hockey heads for playoffs
By BRIAN SPERLING
Champion Reporter

The LU Flames hockey team
wrapped up its regular season schedule by embarrassing Virginia Tech,
14-0, on Friday night before an enthusiastic crowd of approximately 1,500
at Lancerlot Arena in Vinton.
Liberty finished the season with an
overall record of 15-3-1 which earned
it the numberfiveranking in the Tier
2 national club rankings. The win
over the Hokies capped a season that
also brought the Flames their first
ever division title with a 10-2 mark.
Coach Gary Habermas' squad will
now head to Atlanta for the Southern
Collegiate Hockey Association playoffs next weekend.
The Flames outshot the Hokies for
the game by a 57-3 margin. There
were 37 shotsfiredon Tech in the first
period alone. LU's John Seism and
Dave Graziotti led an offensive attack that overwhelmed the Hokies,
scoring three goals apiece.
The Flames defense never allowed
Virginia Tech to set up for any shots.
Billy Holiday and Jeff Marshall
combined for the shutout in goal
without having to do much.
Habermas said that his team performed well. "I was pleased to see the
guys play well passing, skating, and
on defense," he said.
He added that the fan support helped
fire the team up even more.
"The fan support was just fantastic," he said. "We really appreciate
everyone that came out to see us."
Dave Bauer scored the first of sue
first-period goals for the Flames that
put the game away by the intermission. Liberty nursed the 1-0 lead by
peppering Tech with shots before
pouring them in. LU upped the lead
to 2-0 with 9:25 remaining.
The Flames scored four goals that
iced the game in 2:59. Jeff Lycett got
the barrage going with 4:58 remaining. He took a pass from Randy
Wilkie from inside the left circle and
fired the shot home to stretch the lead
to 3-0.
The Flames took advantage of a
power play 33 seconds later to stun

Men's basketball
Continued from Page 6
Miller and Joey Thacker received rare
starts for the Flames in the win, but
they only played a combined 11
minutes in the game.
"They just worked so hard in
practice all week that I thought it was
time I rewarded them With a start.
We have a tight bunch of guys who
are all pulling for each other and
nobody was upset over the change.
These guys just have not had the
opportunity to show what they've
got," Meyer said.
Both Ferguson and Toomer responded well off the bench, scoring
15 and 12 points, respectively.
"Coach always stresses to work as
hard as we can all the time and the
starters deserved the chance for working hard all year," Toomer said.
On Monday night, the Flames'
eight-game winning streak ended
when the team fell to UNC-Asheville

on the road by a score of 82-77.
The loss was the Flames' third in
the conference and fourth of the
season.
Hildebrand led the Flames in scoring with 20 points followed by
Ferguson with 19 points, Nwosu with
13 points, and Coleman with 11 points.
Both Nwosu and Coleman grabbed
seven rebounds for LU.
Asheville's Derek Borden scored
16 points followed by teammate
Willie Black with 15 points, including five 3-pointers.
Free throws hurt the Flames as
they connected on 25 of 40 while
Asheville knocked down 25 of 31
free throws.
When asked about the possibility
of meeting LU in the Big South
Tournament Edwards said, "It would
be a great matchup. The only thing is
I would like to meet LU in the finals
and not early in the tournament."

— Women's hoopsContinued from Page 6
points when Wooten stole the
The Flames' Randy Wilkie, 14, skates by his defender during the hockey club's 14-0 victory ball and went end to end for a
over Virginia TechFriday night. The Flames will now compete in the playoffs in Atlanta. lay-up for a 62-37 advantage
midway through the half.
Tech for another goal. Wilkie figured 8-0 advantage. Graziotti scored with
The Flames came out strong in the
Both teams did well from the
on the play again, passing with Seism an assist from Schmidt 49 seconds third period and scored on the Hokie free-throw line. The Lady Flames
to find Bauer right in front of the later to make the score 9-0 with over goalie for the 14th time.
shot 64 percent for the game
baffled Hokie netminder.
12 minutes remaining in the period.
With two Hokies already serving (16 for 25). Wiley nailed five of six
Graziotti scored his first goal of the
The Tech team committed penal- time in the penalty box with majors, while center Lynn James touched
game with 3:19 left. He took a nice ties to momentarily thwart the end- two more were ejected after a brawl nothing but net on three of her four
feed from Jeff Schmidt to widen the less Liberty rushes on their belea- ensued to the delight of the crowd that shots to lead Liberty.
lead to 5-0. Seism contributed his first guered goalie, but it paid for its in- left a heap of players and referees
tally after a clean pass from Brett fractions.
scrounging to break it up. The ejecBurrows on another power play with
Seism thrilled the crowd by on the tions left Tech with only four avail1:59 remaining to send the Hokies power play off a nice pass from Brian able players, so it had to forfeit the
reeling into the locker room.
Bauer. Schmidt made the score 11-0 game.
Liberty continued the pressure in 26 seconds later with 9:51 still reLast weekend, the Flames split a
the second period, exploding for seven maining until intermission.
series with George Mason UniverMen
more goals led by two apiece from
Seism and Graziotti completed their sity, losing 4-2 on Saturday night
Seism and Graziotti. Wade Burrows hat-dicks by netting goals 41 seconds before beating the Patriots 4-0 in the
Radford
9-1
widened the lead to 7-0 just 1:20 into apart. Seism was set up by Wilkie Capital Centre last Sunday afternoon.
Liberty
8-3
the session as he took the puck in with 7:20 left Graziotti took advanLiberty drew a bye in thefirstround
himself to beat the shell-shocked tage of yet another Liberty man ad- of this weekends' tournament on the
Charleston
6-5
Hokie goaltender.
vantage for a 13-0 bulge with 15 basis of its division title.
Coastal
5-5
The Flames continued to put the minutes to play.
LU will play on Saturday night
heat on the Hokies with inspired play
The second period saw a number against one of twofirst-roundwinCampbell
5-6
on offense. The team was on top of its of scuffles as the Hokies players tried ners. The first round contests on
Asheville
5-7
game, constantly beating Tech to the to vent their frustration. Craig Friday will feature North Carolina
puck and using crisp passing to set up Handwerker was ejected for trying to State against Duke and George MaDavidson
2-7
quality shots.
break up a fight later in the period son University versus South Florida
2-8
Winthrop
Brian Bauer added his second goal after the referees cited him for being University. The SCHA title game
of the evening at the 13:24 mark for an a third man in an altercation.
will be played on Sunday.
photo by Jolt S. Smith

The Lady Cats hit 60 percent (14
for 23). Lyons hit on eight of 10 to go
with eight of nine from the field. She
also pulled down nine boards.
Liberty will be looking to expand
on its 4-4 Big South record
with two big conference games
this week. The Lady Flames will
battle Campbell University on
Thursday at 6 p.m., followed by a
Saturday game against UNCAsheville at 3 p.m.

Big South Conference
Basketball Standings
Women
Radford
Campbell
Liberty
Winthrop
Asheville
Charleston
Coastal

8-1
6-1
4-5
3-4
3-5
2-5
1-7

Games through Saturday

Sports Notebook
cludes all tournament games throughout the weekend, including the Big
The Harlem Globetrotters will be
South Championship game to be teleperforming in the LU Vines Center
cast on ESPN.
on Thursday, Feb. 20, at 7 p.m.
Tickets outside of Liberty UniverTicket prices are $8, $10, $12 and
sity cost $20 for the entire tournament
$20. Students will receive a $2 disand $5 for individual sessions.
count only if they present their stuThe teams involved in the tournadent IDs at the LU Ticket Office.
ment include: Campbell University,
Tickets are also on sale at
Charleston Southern University,
Domino's Pizza, Days Inn, Amoco
Davidson College, Radford Univerfood shops, Harris Tire and Oversity, UNC-Asheville, USC-Coastal
street Transmission.
Carolina, Winthrop College and
More information is available at
Liberty University.
(804) 239-6327.
Prior to the tournament on WedImmediately following the
nesday, March 4, from 7-8:30 p.m.
Globetrotters, the Liberty University
there will be a dinner recognizing the
men's basketball team will be in acBig South All-Conference Team, the
tion against Morehead State UniverPlayer of the Year, the Rookie of the
sity. The game begins at 9 p.m. in the
Year and the Coach of the Year.
Vines Center.
For those interested in staying in
Big South Tourney
the Anderson area during those days,
Liberty University students should a list of major hotels in the area folmake plans now to stop in Anderson, lows. The Quality Inn of Anderson,
S.C.,on their way toFloridaforSpring (803) 226-1000; Howard Johnson
Break "92.
Lodge, (803) 226-3457; Park Inn
The Liberty University men's bas- International, (803) 225-3721; and
ketball team will be competing in the The Holiday Inn of Anderson, (803)
Big South basketball tournament on 226-2051. Due to the limited number
of rooms available, reservations
March 5-7 in Anderson.
Plan now to attend the Flames' should be made as early as possible.
first Division 1 tournament with There are also rooms available in
the winner receiving an automatic nearby Clemson, S.C.
Tickets will also be made available
entry into the field of 64 NCAA
teams for the March Madness through the Civic Center of Andeson.
The tournament will be held at:
tournament.
The Civic Center of Anderson
Tickets are on sale at $10 for gen3027 Mall Road
eral admission and $15 for reserved
Anderson, S.C.
seating through the LU Athletic DePhone: (803) 26XM800
partment only. The book ticket in-

Globetrotters

Intramurals
For people interested in playing
table tennis, the deadline for men's,
women's and co-recreational teams
is Thursday, Feb. 20.
Also, for those interested in men's
and women's eight-ball pool, the
entry deadline is Thursday, Feb. 20.
Both table tennis and eight-ball pool
sign-ups are at David's Place.
It is also time to start thinking
about softball teams. The entry deadline for men's and women's softball
is Friday, Feb. 28.
There will be a coaches meeting
on March 3, and play will begin on
March 16.
The softball teams require an entry

fee of $20. The money is refundable
at the end of the season if the team
does not forfeit two of its regularly
scheduled contests throughout the
season.
The slam-dunk finals will be held
during the halftime of the Virginia
Tech game on Monday, Feb. 24.

Hildebrand moved to fifth in the
nation in free-throw percentage at
.906 and he hit nine of 10 shots
Saturday night.
• The Flames are now a perfect 12-0
in the Vines Center this year.

EUROPEAN TOUR

LU Basketball
• LU's Matt Hildebrand missed his
first free throw in Saturday's victory
over Charleston Southern that would
have broken the LU record. He
tied the school record of 37 consecutive free throws by Karl Hess in
last Monday's loss to UNCGreenville by hitting all seven of his
free throws.

• LU Students and friends
• Optional senior credit
• June 10-24
• Professionally guided
•Deadline: March 16
•Package price: $2,045
from D.C.

Southern Collegiate Hockey
Association Tournament.
Men's Volleyball: On the road
Thursday.Feb. 20, against UVa. starting at 7 p.m. At home on Friday, Feb.
21, against US VB A starting at 7 p.m.
Golf: Begins its spring season
on Feb. 27-29 at Campbell
University.
Lacrosse: On the road Saturday,
Feb. 22, against Elon College starting
at 2 p.m.
Tennis: Begins its spring schedule
on the road Monday, Feb. 24, against
Averett College.
There will be a home scrimmage on
Thursday, Feb. 27, against HSC.

•London, Paris, Swiss
Alps, Rome and Florence
•LU Sponsor: Dr. & Mrs.
Robert Adkins (525-5440)
•School of Business and Govt
Ext. 2916 or 2480 Dorm 23,
Room 104 or 123
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Golden image
T A N N I N G SALON
Personalized Attention 'Accept AH Major Credit Cards
•Trained Tanning Consultants
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Spring Break Special

10 visits $2495
Month Unlimited
$3495
~*jf

|
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Expires
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2-25-92

Hurry! Call 237-8262 For Appointment
9201 Timberlak© Road (Behind McDonalds)

SAVE #1.00!

~I

SAVE $1.00 WHEN YOU BUY 2 CHICKFIL-A i
VALUE MEALS'" WITH THIS COUPON.
I
Value Meal" includes I or 2 Chick-fil- A Sandwiches I
or 8 or 12-pack Chick-fil-A Nuggets™, Waffle Potato '
Fries'" and coleslaw. Coupon not good with any other I
offer. One coupon per person per visit.
Expires 2-29-92
Closed Sundays
jUm
River Ridge MaU

Sports Schedule
Men's Basketball: At home on
Thursday, Feb. 20, against
Morehead State starting at 9 p.m. At
home on Monday, Feb. 24, against
Virginia Tech starting at 7:30 p.m.
Women's BasketbaU: At home on
Thursday, Feb. 20, against Campbell
starting at 7:30 p.m. At home on
Saturday, Feb. 22, against UNCAsheville starting at 3 p.m. On the
road Monday, Feb. 24, at Charleston
Southern starting at 7 p.m.
Wrestling: At home on Saturday,
Feb. 22, against the University of
North Carolina starting at 7 p.m.
Ice Hockey: On the road Friday
through Sunday in Atlanta, at the

• LU senior center Mike Coleman
needs 10 points to reach 1,000 for
his career at LU.
• Lady Flames freshman guard
Ginny Coleman was named Big
South Rookie of the Week last week.
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ALL YOU CAN EAT! j

Please see Capt. Graham and Sgt. Hamilton
on Feb. 25 from 11am-1pm at
Demoss Hall or in Virginia call
(800) 542-5851 or collect (703) 387-1942.

CHICK-FIL-A SANDWICHES $1.59 EACH
PURCHASE ALL THE CH1CK-K1L-A SANDWICHES I
YOU CAN EAT FOR Sl.SVEACH WITH THIS
•
COUPON. Coupon not good with any other
offer One
coupon per person per visit.
•
Expires
2-29-92
Closed Sundays
River Ridge Mall
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Things most definitely got better when...
By MICHAEL WILBON

lot of people it wasn't a waste of time
to sendl hirrtand Alphonse Gomis to
the Winter Games here in the Alps.
"The first thing I had to explain to
them," Gueye said, "is what snow is."
These are the people who make the
Winter Games bearable, Who:remind
us there's more to the Olympics than
medals, who make you want to dust
off your skates or skis and check the
citizenship laws around the world
before Lilehammer *94.
Four nations, Bermuda, the Philippines, Swazililand and the Honduras
are each represented by one competitor. That doesn't count Colombia's
sole entrant, alpine skier Alberto
Perez, who so far is a no-show.
Senegal has two competitors, the

The Washington Post
The Los Angeles Times-Washington Post News Wire

ALBERTVJJXE, France — Lamine Gucyc is the founder, president,
secret coach and trainer of the alpine
ski team from Senegal. Oh yes, let's
not forget he's also entered in the
skiing competition and half the
republic's two-man delegation.
Senegal, remember, is on the west
coast of Africa, where on a cold day in
winter the temperature might dip
said there is one mountain,
you should probably call it a
These aren't conditions exactly
suited to skiing. He had to convince a

Netherlands Antilles brought three
bobsledders, four skiers came from
the tropical rain forest of Costa Rica,
and four bobsledders accompanied
Prince Albert from Monaco. Strangers in a Strange land, they are about
the last people you'd expect to see
thrashing about in the snow and cold.
Ajine Abernathy of the Virgin Islands has a palm tree emblazoned on
her luge.
Asked if it's possible to train for the
lugein the Virgin Islands, the chef de
Mission replied, "Yes, we put banana
leaves on the runners. Gives a great
glide."
You want comic relief? Take my
man Faissal Chcrradi of Morocco who
has totally disrupted the 1 OK cross

country skiing. Earlier in the week, a
Norwegian won the race in about 27
minutes. Cherradi took 34 minutes to
finish the first half. Needless to say,
he finished last; 110th, 23 minutes
behind the two Moroccan teammates,
who finished 107th and 108th.
Cherradi's so slow the schedule
makers at Les Saisies had to change
the start time for Saturday's 15k.
When you finish 43 minutes behind
the leader, you start 43 minutes later
the next race.
Luckily, misery has plenty Of
company. The ski team from Taiwan
has the disposal of only one ski area
with a single 260-foot slope that has
no lift. There's so little snow there the
team trains on grass slopes.

Asked what Olympic goals you
could possibly have When you'd be
about the 50th best skier any
weekend in Aspen, Tang said, "We
basically compete against die other
countries that have no snow: India,
Greece. Morocco, the Philippines,
Swaziland."
Seba Johnson got enough of being
a novelty at the Calgary Winter Games
in 1988 when she was the youngest
competitor at 14 years and the first
black skier in Olympic history. She is
the striking product of a Watusi tribesman from Burundi and a blonde, blueeyed woman from Maine.
Johnson was born in St. Croix,
learned to ski while spending winters
with her grandmother in New Hamp-

shire, improved when she and her
mother moved to Lake Tahoe for
awhile and became expert skiing the
Alps while spending her junior year
of high school in Germany. Attending at the University of Maine at
Farmington as a freshman allowed
her to stay in a climate where she
could train for the Olympics.
Her rank, 1,334th, in the giant slalom would suggest she has about the
same chance to win a medal as
Senegal's Gomis, who took a worldclass agony-of-defeat spill earlier in
the week.
But Johnson said, "I want to be recognized as a normal racer. It makes
me kind of wish I was racing for a
country with snow."

Blair sets women's record with third gold medal
By BILL GLAUBER
The Baltimore Sun
The Los Angeles Times-Washington Post News Wire

ALBERTVILLE, France — She
heard nothing.
That she could tell you. Her coach,
Peter Mueller, was skating alongside
her, screaming the split times. The
crowd of 8,000 was shouting.
And, of course, those 44 friends
and relatives of hers in the purpleand-white jackets were chanting,
"Go, Bonnie, go."
But die sounds never penetrated
the wall she had built around herself.
"You'reobliviousoutthere," she said.
This was personal. This was between Bonnie Blair and the clock.
Between Bonnie Blair and history.
Friday, she gave the sport of speed
skating a moment framed against a
backdrop of pure Alpine beauty.

Crouched as if she were carrying a
piano on her back, she played the
most beautiful music of all at the
Winter Olympics.
She won another gold medal. She
became an Olympic legend.
The record will show that 27-yearold Bonnie Blair of Champaign, 111.,
won the women's 1,000 meters in 1
minute, 21.90 seconds. But it won't
tell you what it looked like. She
pumped her arms and her legs until
they burned. She finally strode alone

on a glistening oval as night beckoned and a record tumbled.
"When you're skating, you want to
sit low," she said/'You keep telling
yourself, 'Sit down.' The more I
thought about getting lower and lower,
the more my legs wouldn't let me.
The last part of the race is the toughest. You have to hold yourself together."
She did. Four days after winning a
gold medal in the women's 500, four
years after taking a 500-meter gold at

the Olympics in Calgary, Alberta,
Blair found she had a place in history.
She became America's all-time
women's Winter Olympic gold-medal
winner withi three, surpassing the two
career golds won in 1952 by skier
Andrea Mead Lawrence.
Add the bronze she won in the
1,000 in 1988, and she is No. 2 with
four medals in the all-time U.S. winter medal list, behind speed skater
Eric Heiden, who won five gold
medals at Lake Placid, N.Y., in 1980.

To judge her now, you have to
place her alongside the American
athletes of summer. Only three other
women have won as many golds:
track sprinters Wilma Rudolph and
Florence Griffith-Joyner and swimmer Mary T. Meagher. And they each
earned one of their medals in a relay.
"I wasn't aware of those stats,"
Blair said. "That is definitely a big
honor to have. I'm proud of that. I'm
glad to bring medals to die U.S."
This was Blair's day. The 2-year-

oid girl who was pushed on to the ice
in a pair of hand-me-down skates had
grown up into a champion.
Like another legend, quarterback
Joe Montana, Blair speaks in platitudes, rarely offering much insight
into her demanding sport.
Later, with that gold medal dangling around her neck, she would say
it wasn't her best race; it wasn't even
her best week. But her Olympics had
ended as it began. With a win. With a
chunk of history to call her own.
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CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED: SUN & FUN
HUNGRY PEOPLE!!! SPRING
BREAK: Cancun, Bahamas from
$259.00 includes roundtrip
air, 7 nights hotel, free admission and more! Organize a
small group. Earn free trip.
1 (800) BEACH-IT.

The most reusable piece of plastic on campus.

YOU'VE ONLY GOT ONE
WEEK TO LIVE! DO IT
RIGHT! Spring Break in Jamaica,
Bahamas, Cancun, Margarita from
$369!! Hotel, air, transfers, fun!
Organize group travel free! Sun
Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710.
WORK STUDY STUDENT
work in Athleitc ticket office
beginning May 4 permanent.
Type, good telephone voice.
Call J.B. Coincon 2178.
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HW)J fit

FUNDRAISER: We're looking
for a fraternity, sorority or student
organization that would like to
make $500-$ 1500 for a one week
marketing project right on campus.
Must be organized and hard
working. Call Pam or Joann at 1800-592-2121.
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The AT&T Calling Card will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost

SO

anywhere to anywhere. Once you have one, you'll never need to apply for another. It's the least expensive way

F A S T
FUNDRAISING
P R O G RAM
Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs. Earn up to $1000 in one
week. Plus receive a $1000
bonus yourself. And a FREE
WATCH justforcalling 1-800932-0528 ExL 65.

to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. • And now you could also get 10% back on all

CRUISE JOBS
Irulse Lines Now Hiring. Earn
$2,000+ per month working on cruise
ships. World travel! Holiday, SummerandFull-timeemploymentavailable. For Employment Program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. C348

PR
BREAK

always be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T • So, as you see, there's

HEADQUARTERS

CANCUN

FROM

the long distance calls you make with your card* • Of course when you use your Calling Card, you'll

U
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LAMP ONLY

DAYTONA
BEACH
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BEST HOTEL G U A R A N T E E
BEST PRICE GUARANTEE
BEST LOCATION
COMPLETE HOLIDAY PACKAGE
•7 NighU Accomodation at Centrally
Located Hotel*
•Servicee of Representatives
•Eicluslve "pool pertiea"
•Complete Itinerary Outlining Dally
Activities
•Exclusive "NEON" Wristband and
Discount Cards

Organize a group
and travel FREE!

1-800-724-1555

only one way to describe the AT&T Calling Card in today's college environment. Indispensable.

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 9728.
• Musi a u t t Wl iBiel %'Xi woitiiul Al&l I ora Djsjgnce cam wild yuuc Al&l Card pet queftei '-ail', coveted by tfiM iai Al&l piiuiiu, plans «m nol m lulled
gl992Al&T

AT&T

